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Abstract 
New open service architectures such as TINA are now designed to introduce easily, quickly, 
and smoothly advanced telecommunications services. Open Distributed Processing (ODP) 
plays a major role since it provides a framework for the design of distributed systems. 
However, the problem of secure telecommunications application is not yet addressed by these 
service architectures. This paper tackles this problem by presenting the specification at the 
ODP enterprise viewpoint of two security services, namely authentication and access control to 
be then integrated in the application architecture. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Long term trends in a telecommunications market, which are characterized by a fast evolving 
technology, a multiplicity of providers, and the presence of value-added chains of services, 
call for Integrated Service Engineering in order to promote rapid introduction of new and 
enhanced services and their management. 
To reach these objectives, new open architectures for telecommunications services (e.g., INA 
(Rubin, 1994), TINA (Barr, 1993), ROSA (RACE, 1992), CASSIOPEIA (RACE, 1995)) are 
designed within a framework based on distributed processing principles and object orientation. 
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The distributed processing principles are defined within the Open Distributed Processing 
(ODP) standard (ITU X.901-X.903) being developed by OSI. The ODP architecture resolves 
integration problems of distribution, interworking and portability and provides a general 
standardized framework for the design of distributed information processing systems. 
Telecommunication services are specified, designed and introduced within these open service 

architectures, but these latter do not address the problem of securing these services. Security is 
meant to minimize the vulnerability of assets and resources towards outside intruders. TINA 
consortium recognizes the importance of security and plans to tackle this functional area as one 
of the next steps in the design of TINA. 
Therefore, our central idea is to provide security services (particularly authentication and 

access control) within the application architecture. These services are realized in the context of 
ODP. However, as stated earlier, ODP standards provide powerful concepts and models to 
support the specification of distributed systems, but without offering a methodological 
support. 
The methodology adopted for the realization of the authentication and access control services 

is basically the one elaborated in our laboratory (Gaspoz, 1996). The proposed methodology 
combines the ODP concepts with the systematic development process advocated by the object 
oriented software engineering method called Fusion (Coleman, 1994). 
Figure 1 shows how the overall work is organized. It is mainly divided in four steps, each 

one corresponding to an ODP viewpoint. In each step, different items have to be developed: 
with regard to the enterprise viewpoint, requirements, policies and organizational aspects have 
to be treated; the information viewpoint deals with generic authentication and access control 
services, etc. 
To formalize these items and derive appropriate models, each viewpoint is coupled with a 

Fusion phase. 
Since the project is wide, the present paper focuses only on the firSt viewpoint, namely the 

enterprise viewpoint. This viewpoint is important because it constitutes the basics for the 
development of our security services. Figure 1 shows how the models developed in the 
enterprise viewpoint influence the ones to be developed in the other viewpoints. 
In a first part, we focus on the conceptual tools to model the enterprise viewpoint. In a 

second part, we apply the obtained conceptual tools to the specification of the enterprise 
viewpoint of authentication and access control: the problem of requirements and policies is 
tackled and a Fusion's analysis of high abstraction level of the system is addressed to derive 
the organizational aspects. 
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Figure 1 Organization of the overall work 

2. HOW TO MODEL THE ENTERPRISE VIEWPOINT 

2.1 Introduction 

Fusion phases 

Requirements 
!< 
High levd analysis 

Detailed analysis 

High level design 

Low levd design 
!< 
Implementation 

The enterprise model is concerned with policies, with organizational roles and with constraints 
on them. It must support the statements of an organizational judgment and objectives on which 
many of the detailed design choices depend. For example, security policies established from 
an enterprise viewpoint will determine many of the subsequent choices of detailed security 
mechanisms. 
The enterprise model is currently expressed in terms of identification of a set of key activities 

and roles involved in them. These concepts are used to constrain the actions available in any 
given situation and to express obligations which must be discharged. In summary an 
enterprise view has to be able to cover the following objectives : 
1• the requirements, representing the needs the organization has to meet, 
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2• organizational structure and information infrastructure of the enterprise, 
3• the affairs, situations and behaviour in the enterprise and its environment about which the 

enterprise needs information, 
4• the interaction between the information system and the environment in which it is placed, 
5• the actors and their roles, 
6• security and management policies of the enterprise with respect to access and use of the 

information and user roles. 

2.2 Requirement model 

With respect to the first item outlined above a list of requirements with their classification will 
be addressed in natural language. Since we do not deal with a special organization with its 
own needs for dedicated applications, efforts will be made to have a list of requirements 
generic and exhaustive enough to cover many situations. For the sake of better understanding 
the requirements have to be classified. 

2.3 Organizational model 

To specify the aspects mentioned in items 2 to 5, a global schema called "OrgfiTii<lltional 
Moder' is necessary to have a clear overall view of the system. A comprehensive, simple and 
well defmed notation is needed for this representation which is provided by Fusion. In 
addition, all the advantages of object orientation -as data abstraction, flexibility, exactness but 
extensibility, etc.- are present which contribute to the consistency of the model. 
The Organizational Model corresponds to a Fusion object model resulting from an analysis of 

a high abstraction level of the system and its environment. The information and the actors are 
represented by classes; the interaction existing between the information system and its 
environment are described by relationships; the roles played by actors are illustrated by the 
"object oriented roles" (an object oriented role is a name that qualifies a class participating in a 
relationship. These roles are generally unique and often allow knowing the order in which the 
relationship name should be read. In our case it serves also to qualify the real roles played by 
actors.). 
Few comments in natural language may be added in order to be clearer. 

2.4 Policy model 

The last item mentioned above deals with policies. They will be the basics for the model 
design and the overall architecture will depend on them. 
A policy is derived from a goal and is a descriptive representation of it. In other terms, a 

policy has to defme the desired general behavior to achieve a given goal; it has also to be 
expressed in terms of sets of rules. · 
Since this concept is somehow abstract, different works -(Moffet, 1990), (Sloman, 1989)

have been done to make the expression of a policy uniform. A structured definition of a policy 
template which identifies the characteristics, is proposed: 
• mode (or modality): 
Policies fall into two categories that have been called modes: 
- the obligation policies, 
- the authorization policies 
The first category defines which activities a subject must -or must not- do, and represents a 
duty or responsibility to achieve some goals or tasks. 
The second category defines which activities a subject is permitted -or forbidden- to do in 
relation to a set of target objects 
It is obvious that the access control policir..s belong to the second category. 
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• subject: 
The subjects of a policy represent the objects -they can be users as well as processes- to whom 
the policy applies, that is, the objects which perform activities specified in a policy. Users, 
managers, running programs are examples of subjects. The subjects are viewed as active 
objects in the sense that they are able to act as a relatively independent party in a global system 
environment. 
• taq~et: 
On the other extremity, the targets represent the objects to which the policy is directed, that is 
the objects which are affected by a policy's activities. Files in a disk or a fax are examples of 
targets. Unlike subjects, targets are viewed as passive objects. 
• activity: 
The activity of a policy is defined by two clauses: 
- the condition, 
- the actions. 
The condition is only an optional field for obligation policies and has no sense in the case of 
authorization policies. Since we are dealing with access control policies, no emphasis is put on 
the condition field. 
The actions are operations that are permitted -or forbidden- to be executed. An operation can 
invoke in its turn several methods. Read, Get, DeepCopy are examples of actions. 
• constraint: 
This clause puts constraints on the applicability of a policy. These constraints are generally 
expressed in terms of general system properties. The time and the day of the week can be 
examples of constraints. Another typical constraint is the limitation of the number of people 
connected to a system. 

Interested readers may fmd more details concerning all the above definitions in (Moffet, 
1990). 
In a very large distributed system there may be millions of objects making it impossible to 

specify a policy for each of them. Instead it is necessary to specify a policy for a set of objects. 
Such sets are named domains. 
The concept of domain has been widely used. In (Moffet, 1990), (Sloman, 1989), (Boutaba, 

1994), (Mariott, 1993) this concept has been developed for management purposes. However 
in (Erstin, 1987), (Nesset, 1988), (Muftic, 1993), (Gomberg, 1887) they use this notion for 
security issues. 
A security domain is a homogeneous security unit gathering objects with the same security 

responsibility. This implies that all objects within a security domain operate under the same 
security policy administered by a single authority. The boundaries of these domains have to 
cope with the security requirements addressed below. 
We can specialize a domain in two subdomains, one corresponding to the subjects and the 

other corresponding to the targets. The main reason of this specialization is to refine the 
granularity of the domain concept with regard to the policy concept. 
H h 1· 1 fi . li "llh th fill fi ence, t e resu ting temp ate or expressmg a po cy w1 ave e o owmg orm: 

Rule number Subject domain Modality Activity Target domain Constraints 

Rule 1 

Rule2 

Rule n 

Figure 2 template for the expression of the nues defining a policy 
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3. ENTERPRISE MODEL FOR AUTHENTICATION AND ACCESS 
CONTROL SERVICES 

3.1 Authentication & Access Control requirements 

The list of Authentication and Access Control (A C) requirements is a subset of all the security 
requirements. 
The AC requirements have a multi-level influence in the sense that they will be used to 

develop the AC policy, the AC services, the AC mechanisms and their distribution. 
To have a better view of the impacts of the requirements, a classification is needed, which is 
presented hereafter: 

A-The Authentication and AC policy must be consistent with the general security policy. 
1. If the security policy is a multi-level policy then the Authentication and AC policy must be 
multi-level policies . 
2. If the security policy is modified, then the Authentication and AC policy might be modified. 
3. Security responsibility must be well defined: subjects and resources must be well classified; 
the resources to be protected and their degree of protection must be clearly defined. 
4. If access control to a resource is required, then an authentication of the user or process must 
be done before. 
5. More generally, relations with security services and mechanisms have to be identified. 
6. All the resources related to security -security services, security mechanisms, security 
algorithms like RSA ( Rivest Sharnir Adleman) or DES (Data Encryption Standard), security 
parameters ... - must be highly protected. They have to be stored in a secure SMIB (Security 
Management Information Base), and a control mechanism should be implemented for 
accessing this SMIB. 
7. A cost effective implementation of access control should be estimated. 

B-Subjects and resources are distributed in an ODP environment. 
1. AC services and mechanisms should be distributed in a secure way. 
2. Secure remote access control should be granted: it must be coupled with other security 
services and mechanisms. 
3. If there is more than one single security authority, the cooperation between the different 
domains has to ensure the compatibility of security policies and the portability of security 
services and mechanisms. 

C-Requirements specific to Authentication. 
1. Assurance of identity must be provided. These identities can be of two categories: user 
identity or process identity. 
2. If strong authentication is needed then cryptographic techniques must be used. 

D-Requirements specific to Access Control. 
1. Non-authorized access by users or processes to any resources should be prevented. 
2. lllegal modification, destruction or handling by users or processes of any resources should 
be prevented. 
3. The means by which access control should be implemented must be defined. 
4. The access rights must be well defined and assigned in accordance with the requirements 
A.3. 

E-Requirements specific to our model 
1. For sake of clarity and precision, a formal authentication and access control model is 
needed. 
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2. The models should be general enough to be applicable to many environments and various 
types of users, resources, operations ... 
3. A clear architecture of the models should be addressed 

3.2 Organizational Model 

The organizational model shows what are the principal entities that have to be taken into 
account regarding to security services in a distributed environment, as well as the relationships 
and the cardinalities existing between them. 
An actor may be a person, a group, a team or even an organization which has an identifiable 

involvement in the deployment and/or the execution of the service. 

Actors: 

-Customer 
- Service Provider 
- Security Supplier 

Figure 3 the actors 

With regards to the security services in an ODP environment we identify three interesting 
actors: the customer, the services provider, the security supplier. Each of them has a separate 
responsibility. The customer represents an organization that wants to use services offered by 
service providers. The service provider is an organization that builds and sells services 
accessible through networks. If a service provider wants to be sure that its services will be 
used in a correct manner it must combine his information or telecommunication services with 
security services. To do so, he has to defme its needs in terms of security and request the 
security supplier for possible offers. The security supplier is the organization that builds and 
sells security services; he converts the service provider's needs into technical security 
requirements. Based on these, the security supplier makes proposals for possible services. 
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Figure 4 The Organizational model of the system 

Once the service provider's security system is installed, every customer has to cope with this 
security regime. At this stage, when a potential customer is willing to use one of the services 
proposed by the service provider, he is confronted to the security services. First he has to be 
authenticated: with regards to the authentication scenario, the customer plays the role of the 
claimant and the authentication service plays the role of the verifier. Then the access rights of 
the customer must be checked to know if he is authorized to use this service: concerning the 
access control scenario, the customer plays the role of the initiator, the service plays the role of 
the target, and the access control service plays the role of the controller. 

3.3 Policies 

Expression of policies 
Since we do not deal with a dedicated enterprise, only high level security policies can be 
expressed. They are defined in very general terms and can be of use in a variety of different 
situations; they are considered at a high level of abstraction. They derive from high level goals 
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and requirements. The entities involved in the policy rules must be the ones defmed in the 
organizational model. 

Rule number Subject domain Modality Activity Target domain Constraints 

Servlc" lfcu6tomt:r 

Rule 1 Provid"r mu6t auth,ntiCo!fU cu6tom"r i6 6Uf1jf!Ct to 
acu66 control 

Rule2 Cu6tom"r may aCCfl66 th" ""rvic" 
lfcustom"r 

has sul1scril1fld 

Figure 5 Expression of the rules for a policy 

The two rules expressed above result from the goal that a service provider is willing to make 
its services secure. It is also derived from the requirements C.l, D.l, D.2 addressed in §3.1. 
The term "musf' in the Figure 5 means obligation policy, while the term "may" means an 
authorization policy. 
If we want to apply these policies for a particular case they have to be refined to cater for 

specific applications (See Figure 6). The result of the refmement process is the given policies 
restated in very precise terms drawn from the application. 
For example the rule2 in Figure 5 can be refmed in the following rules 2.A and 2.B: 
Rule2.A : Customer "Mac Alister & Co" may access the VPN service 
Rule2.B : Customer ''Willy Bones & Co" may access the Freephone service 
It is worth noticing that this refinement, specific to a real world situation, meets the 
requirements A.3 and D.4 in §3.1. 
Remember that the term "may'' in the expression of a policy corresponds to an authorization 

policy. Such a policy can be refined in different access control policies each one corresponding 
to a different strategy. Since the issue of access control policy is not easy to deal with an object 
model using the OMT's graphical notation (Rumbaugh, 1991) is proposed. 

Figure 6 Policy refinement process 

Object model for access control policy 
The representation we use for specifying the policies is object oriented. It provides powerful 
means for describing a policy, and the step towards an implementation in a computer form can 
be straightforward. 
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The main reason why OMT's notation has been preferred to that of Fusion is that during an 
analysis phase, only OMT permits the specification of the operations in a class definition of an 
object model. Therefore, to specify the policies we need to mention the activities that 
characterize a policy (cf. Policy format in §2.4). 

basic concepts 
Access Control Policy <ACP) is the set of rules that govern who can access to resources within 
the distributed environment and what it is permitted to do with such resources. 

Consistently with the policy template defined in §2.4, Figure 7 shows the object model 
representing the concept of policy and domain. 

The most important characteristic of a domain is the collection of objects it includes. In fact, 
instead of directly containing the objects, a domain has a reference to each objects it includes. 
This is represented by the relationship "has a reference to" between the domain class and the 
generic object class in Figure 7. It also contains some straightforward operations. 

The policy class is specialized in two policies, namely authorization and obligation, each of 
them corresponding to a different mode. 

Interested readers can find more details in (Ferchichi, 1995). 

Generic Object Domain 
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Figure 7 OMT object model for policy and domain. 
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The aim of the policy class specialization is to provide a tree showing the relations of 
inheritance existing between high level abstract policies and the different access control 
policies, in one model. 

The different strategies adopted to protect resources in an open environment have led to 
different AC policies. In (Ford, 1994), (Sandhu, 1994) and (Olson, 1990) a description of 
these policies and their advantages and drawbacks are given. Generally in the various works 
done before (Muftic, 1993), each policy has been specified by a different model. However, 
this paragraph will show that these different AC policies can be represented with only one 
model. 
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The AC Policy class (cf. Figure 8) is abstract and contains the common properties of all AC 
policies we want to express. 
It includes the operation flags specifying the type of authorization. These flags can have the 

following values: "+" for positive or up-rule authorization, "-" for negative or down-rule 
authorization, "ns" for non-specified rule. The interpretation of these flags by the specialized 
AC policies will be explained later. 
This class has to contain all types of operation that can be performed in an open distributed 

environment. The operations listed in the AC Policy class have to be considered in a large 
sense. The read and write operations are straightforward. The execute operation represents an 
execution of any type (performing a service, a function, an algorithm, etc.). The modify 
operation can be a change of any parameter. The remove, create and manage operations can 
also be applied to any object type (files, programs, services ... ). 

Authori>ation policy 

actions 

l 
Aaaa Conuol Policy 

rcodftag 
writeftag 
execute flag 
modifyftag 
temoveftag 
create flag 
....,.a.g 

read 
write 
execute 
modify 
temove 
cn:ate ...... 

Figure 8: the Access Control 
Policy class 
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Figure 9: the Least Privilege and Maximized 
Sharing access control polices 

Concerning the default policies to adopt, two strategies are opposed. The least privilege AC 
policy stipulates that the minimum authorization are given to a subject to access information 
needed to perform its functions. This implies that if no authorization is specified for a subject 
to access a target, then no access can be granted by default. 
The alternative policy is that of maximized sharing. In this case, the responsibility is taken to 

give access to everything if no authorization between subject and target is specified. 
The Least Privilege AC (LPAC) policy class (cf. Figure 9) contains the operation forbid 

default access expressing the denial of access in case where no authorization is specified. 
The Maximized Sharing AC (MSAC) policy class (cf. Figure 9) includes the operation grant 

default access expressing the permission of access in case where no authorization is specified. 
Discretionary access control <PAC) -also called identity-based- policy is based on subject's 

and target's identity, and is expressed in terms of a list stating which subjects can perform 
actions on a given target. Two types of DAC exist: individual-based policy and group-based 
policy. With the former, a list of access rights is expressed for each individual target. 
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LP Mandatory Access Control Policy MS Mandatory Access Control Policy 

grant up or down grant up or down 

LP Discretionary Access Control Policy MS DiJcretionary Access Control Policy 

permitt & deny operation specified permiu &: deny operation specified 

LP Role-Based Access Control Policy MS Role-Based Access Control Policy 

permin & deny operation specified lOr domain pcrmitt & deny operation specified for domain 

Figure 10 The DAC, MAC, and role-based access control policy 

As DAC policy class inherits from AC policy class, it contains the flag list for the operations 
(read flag, write flag, etc.) and the operations themselves. DAC policy inherits from Policy 
class the relationships with Target Domain and Subject Domain classes as well as the 
relationship with the Constraint class. 
DAC policy class includes an additional operation "permit&deny operation specified" which 

expresses the strategy for DAC policy. 
Mandatoty Access control <MAC) -also called rule-based- policy governs the access on the 

basis of security levels of subjects and targets. The level associated with each target is called 
classification level, while the one associated with each subject is called clearance level. 
The classification of a target reflects its sensitivity. For example in a chemical enterprise, 

information concerning the formula of a product should not be assigned the same classification 
level as the one concerning the advertisement of the product. 
The subject's clearance reflects its general trustworthiness. For example, if targets are 

humans, the clearance level could be assigned on the basis of persons' background. 
Access to a target by a subject is granted only if some relationships known as dominance 

relation, are satisfied between the security associated with the two. Specific rules can be 
defined to satisfy the condition of confidentiality. These are read-down and write-up rules. 
The former stipulates that a subject with a given clearance level can only read targets with the 
same or lower classification level. The latter stipulates that a subject with a given clearance 
level can only write on targets with the same or higher classification level. Figure 10 shows 
how such rules can be expressed with an object oriented policy model. 
The operation flags in the AC Policy class are inherited by the MAC Policy class. The value 

of these attributes is still "+", "-", and "ns", but they should be red respectively, "up", 
"down", and "non specified", when they are in MAC Policy object. The operation defined for 
the MAC Policy class called "grant up or down", expresses the strategy for the MAC policy 
based on the level of targets and subjects. The knowledge of these levels by the MAC Policy 
class is done through the inherited relationship with targets and subjects. An alternative 
condition is that of integrity with the read-up and write-down rules (Ford, 1994), (Sandhu, 
1994). These rules as well as any other rule based on a comparison of security levels can be 
expressed with our model. 
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Nowadays, new security requirements are emerging from the commercial world to satisfy the 
needs of many enterprises. Role-based. access control policy has emerged to cope with these 
needs. This policy governs access to targets on the basis of subject's roles within the system. 
This means that subjects are grouped together to form a role. A role can be defined as set of 
responsibilities and working activities. It can be viewed as the organizational partitioning of an 
enterprise. Instead of specifying all accesses each user can have, accesses are specified for 
roles. One might think that role-based is a variation of group-based policy. However, a group 
is just an amalgamation of several subjects having the same access rights regarding to a target, 
while roles have major semantics with respect to the organization of a system (or of an 
enterprise). Another difference, is that, in role-based policy, roles are defined first and then 
access rights are assigned to each role. In a group-based policy, access rights are first defined 
and groups are formed after. 

The resulting object oriented model 
Figure 11 shows the interdependence between all classes defined before. For clarity reasons 
the attributes and the operations of the classes have not been represented. 

to Target Domain 

Figure 11 The object oriented tree for access control policy specification 

Thanks to this specification, a service provider may now choose his strategies to control the 
access to his services. For example, the rule2 expressed in Figure 5 can be refmed as follows: 

Rule2 Customer 
may the flervice 

if customer 
LP Role-Bal!led accel!ll!l hal!l e;ub6cril1ed 

Figure 12 Refmement of rule2 with respect to access control policies. 
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It means (cf. Figure 12) that the service provider wishes to assign the rights to access his 
services based on the roles played by his customers. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The present work has shown how two security services, namely authentication and access 
control could be modeled in the enterprise viewpoint of ODP. Object oriented software 
engineering methods have been used to formalize these models. 

A list of authentication and access control requirements with their classification is first 
addressed. Then, the organizational model was proposed corresponding to a high abstraction 
level analysis of the system and its environment. Finally, we dealt with authentication and 
access control policy with a special emphasis on the specification of the different existing 
access control policies. 
The following step defined in our methodology is the development of a generic authentication 

and access control service in the information viewpoint. These information models should be 
derived from the enterprise models we have proposed here in order to ensure the consistency 
of the work. 
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